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By Alun Richardson

Skyhorse Publishing, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. George Manley (illustrator).
Language: English. Brand new Book. The most comprehensive, detailed, and richly illustrated guide
to mountaineering ever! Perfect for the complete beginner or the seasoned mountaineer,
Mountaineering is a comprehensive guide for anyone who aspires to climb the world's hills and
mountains. Its pages are packed full of information, including: - Hiking and trekking basics: from
packing your backpack to map- and compass-reading tips- Rock climbing: from choosing the
correct gear--including harnesses, ropes, and the necessary tools--to how to safely climb- Winter
mountaineering: from predicting the weather to packing the correct clothing to the precautions
necessary to stay safe- Alpinism: from hut and climbing etiquette to climbing alpine routes quickly-
Ski mountaineering and snowshoeing: from choosing the right type of equipment to finding the
best snow for your gear- Expeditions: from raising funds to planning your trip--including the
necessary gear and food--to getting the necessary vaccines and visas So why do mountain climbers
rope themselves together? To prevent the sensible ones from going home! Learn this and so much
more throughout Mountaineering, and soon you can join Alun Richardson and George Manley all
the way to the top. With over...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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